FUTSAL/SOCCER @ Robina High

Indoor Soccer is very popular at Robina High.

Students study FUTSAL as a sport specialisation subject in the HPE course.

FUTSAL students enjoy three classes a week plus a weekly game.
ROBINA HIGH FUTSAL STUDENTS achievements:

• representation in state & national competitions
• Over 223 students have been selected for the Queensland FUTSAL team
• Over 72 students have been selected for the Australian FUTSAL team
• We have won the state championships – for boys and girls team many times
• A number of students have become professional players.
International Students are welcome in our FUTSAL course.

Playing a team sport assists students develop friendships.
Enrolment in FUTSAL requires a trial as this is a high performing team.
FUTSAL students also participate in an after school club and weekly competitions in mixed teams to develop skills and friendships.

Students play 4-5 tournaments a year including participation in state and national competitions.
We welcome International Guests in FUTSAL

For more information about FUTSAL@Robina High contact Mr Alex Morrison, FUTSAL coordinator on amorrrxx@eq.edu.au